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There was a time not too long ago when
if you were to stand by a busy main road
in Britain the majority of the commercial
vehicles at work, whether they be vans,
pick-ups, lorries of all types and emergency
vehicles would all have been manufactured
in this country.
That day has sadly now passed, but dedicated
enthusiasts, companies, museums and groups
have preserved many of these vehicles for
display and use in the last six decades.
This superb large-format book is illustrated
with images of preserved commercial vehicles,
buses and a few emergency vehicles, drawn
only from the ranks of the British manufacturers, and all more than twenty-five years old,
though most examples are considerably older
than that and a few date back to the First
World War.
Together they re-create a picture of a
vanished Britain when makes such as AEC,
Albion, Bedford, Foden, Guy, Leyland, Scammell and Sentinel were the kings of the road.
Through this fantastic collection of more than
140 images of classic vehicles you can almost
smell the oil and hear the roar of their
proudly British engines.
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GARRETT 1926 class QL Steam Waggon.This Leiston,
Suffolk-built vehicle, is photographed with Shuttleworth
House in the background, at the Bedfordshire Steam Rally.

DAIMLER 1939 COG5-40,Willowbrook body, original
company Tailby & George,Willington number DR5,
photographed in Somerset next to an original Somerset
County Council road sign.

BEDFORD 1950 OB Type Coach, the iconic people carrier of the ’40s and ’50s, here in IOM Coaches
light blue livery (note registration number), alongside the Manx Electric Railway Toastrack Tramcar
number 33, and photographed above Douglas, Isle of Man.

MORRIS 1960 Mini Van, operated by Post Office Telephones. The Mini was a revolutionary design in the 1950s
and was adapted for all sorts of commercial requirements
including Police Patrol Vans.

Example of a double-page spread.

FODEN 1925 Steam Waggon called “Superior” with a
Sentinel Tar Sprayer behind, taking part in a road run at
Edgerley in Shropshire, passing Rookery Farm. Fodens
were manufactured at Sandbach, Cheshire.

JOWETT 1947 Bradford Light Lorry, photographed at Crich Tram Museum, Derbyshire. Behind is
Liverpool Corporation Tram number 869 built in 1936, and a selection of British-built cars, MG, Morris, etc.
Jowett Cars Ltd were built at Bradford,Yorkshire, hence the model name.

